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Surveys technical developments in photography, shows the work of famous photographers,
and discusses different types and styles of photography
The Making of Visual News sets out to show how photography has changed the way we read,
report and sell the news. It investigates how photographs first became news images at the end
of the nineteenth century and how magazines in the USA, the UK, France and Germany have
put them to use ever since. Drawing on a wide selection of images, author Thierry Gervais (in
collaboration with Gaëlle Morel) analyses news photographs in the context of their original
presentation in print. Highly illustrated, the book contains 85 full colour magazine layouts and
spreads, offering the reader a view of how photographs were and are used in print
publications, including Life, Picture Post, the Berliner Illustrirte Zeitung and VU. It examines
how photographs were employed to attract new readers throughout the twentieth century,
arguing that photography was the main tool by which news editors sought to communicate the
news and attract a broader readership. Looking beyond the roles of photographer and
journalist, this study also highlights the contributions of picture editors and artistic directors; by
commissioning photographs and incorporating images into magazine layouts, these figures
played critical but often overlooked roles in the construction of visual news, even as they
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crafted unique styles for their publications. Charting changes in technology and reportage, as
well as broader social and political histories, The Making of Visual News offers new insight into
the history of photojournalism, making this an essential resource for students and scholars of
photojournalism and the history of photography, media and culture
This book is the first extensive survey of early Chinese photographers in any language. It is
profusely illustrated with more than 400 photographs, many of which are published here for the
first time, including a fine selection of Foochow landscapes from the studios of Lai Fong,
China's leading photographer during this period, and Tung Hing. Early chapters introduce the
historical milieu from which the earliest Chinese photographers emerged and illuminate the
beginnings of photography in China and contemporary Chinese reactions to its introduction.
Early Chinese commercial photography - both portrait and landscape - are also discussed with
reference to similar genres in a more international context. Individual chapters are devoted to
Chinese photographers in Peking, Hong Kong, Canton, Shanghai, Foochow, Amoy, Hankow,
Tientsin and other ports, Macau and Formosa. These are followed by a series of appendices:
writings on photography in China by John Thomson and Isaac Taylor Headland and an
invaluable guide to the identification of photographs from the Afong Studio. It concludes with
an extensive bibliography, general and regional chronologies, and a biographical index.
Publisher's note.
Do you like having your photo taken? A long time ago, there were no photographs. After a
clever man invented the first camera, people slowly learned a lot about photography. Now we
have wonderful cameras that take photos all over the world and even far out in space. We can
learn a lot from photography.

The fourth volume in a history of photography, this is a bibliography of books on the
subject.
As its title suggests, Negative/Positive begins with the negative, a foundational element
of analog photography that is nonetheless usually ignored, and uses this to tell a
representative, rather than comprehensive, history of the medium. The fact that a
photograph is split between negative and positive manifestations means that its identity
is always simultaneously divided and multiplied. The interaction of these two
components was often spread out over time and space and could involve more than
one person, giving photography the capacity to produce multiple copies of a given
image and for that image to have many different looks, sizes and makers. This book
traces these complications for canonical images by such figures as William Henry Fox
Talbot, Kusakabe Kimbei, Dorothea Lange, Man Ray, Seydou Keïta, Richard Avedon,
and Andreas Gursky. But it also considers a number of related issues crucial to any
understanding of photography, from the business practices of professional
photographers to the repetition of pose and setting that is so central to certain familiar
photographic genres. Ranging from the daguerreotype to the digital image, the end
result is a kind of little history of photography, partial and episodic, but no less
significant a rendition of the photographic experience for being so. This book represents
a summation of Batchen's work to date, making it be essential reading for students and
scholars of photography and for all those interested in the history of the medium
In this text, Keith F. Davis examines photography's social history and aesthetic
development in an era of rapid national growth. He demonstrates how key themes and
genres - including the business of daguerreian portraiture, the markets for Civil War
images, and the art of Western landscape photography - reflected the concerns and
values of nineteenth-century society. Photographers of this era expressed a new
national consciousness while, at the same time, helping to shape it. They also explored
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the visual language of a radically new medium, laying the foundation for all of
photography's subsequent history.
The history of photography is best revealed in the history of what makes it possible--the
camera.
The definitive history of photography book, Seizing the Light: A Social & Aesthetic
History of Photography delivers the fascinating story of how photography as an art form
came into being, and its continued development, maturity, and transformation. Covering
the major events, practitioners, works, and social effects of photographic practice,
Robert Hirsch provides a concise and discerning chronological account of Western
photography. This fundamental starting place shows the diversity of makers, inventors,
issues, and applications, exploring the artistic, critical, and social aspects of the creative
process. The third edition includes up-to-date information about contemporary
photographers like Cindy Sherman and Yang Yongliang, and comprehensive coverage
of the digital revolution, including the rise of mobile photography, the citizen as
journalist, and the role of social media. Highly illustrated with full-color images and
contributions from hundreds of artists around the world, Seizing the Light serves as a
gateway to the history of photography. Written in an accessible style, it is perfect for
students newly engaging with the practice of photography and for experienced
photographers wanting to contextualize their own work.
In this work Robert M. Levine undertakes two separate and important tasks: to provide
the first overview of the history of photography in Latin America until the advent of the
cheap cameras that permitted mass photography, and to analyze the photographic
record for clues to the use of the images as historical documents. Levine has woven
together an account of the development of photographic equipment and processes,
with the artists and entrepreneurs who actually took the pictures, and places the
emergence of photography firmly in the historical context of Latin American societies.
Treating the photographs themselves—some 225 in all—Levine develops criteria for
questions we can ask of the photographs in an attempt to extract emotional,
psychological, and personal information, as well as the more obvious material
evidence. This is an often subjective process, one that can lead to differing results, and
observers may well come to conclusions departing radically from those of the author.
But this may well be one of the most important functions of an innovative work, the
creation of controversy that stimulates forward motion in a discipline.
"The most extensive history of photomechanical printing published."--Hanson Collection
catalog, p. 146.
Traces photographic history both topically and chronologically, profiles key masters,
explains terms and processes, and features the landmarks in the development of
photography.
Traces the evolution of photography and offers vivid illustrations of technical
innovations in this visual form of communication
A highly unusual and original book of photographs from award-winning photographer
Benge. Whilst looking through his contact sheets, Benge noticed one picture that
reminded him of work by Friedlander, and another by someone else. Usually this would
be cause for rejection. But Benge did the opposite - seeking out his own, original
images that were accidentally in the style of others to form an 'anthology' of
contemporary photography 'featuring' some of its biggest names. The resulting work is
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both a serious and light-hearted exploration of photographic style.
Profusely illustrated account of the evolution of photography as an art and technique from its
antecedents to 1857
Brings to life the scientists, artists, philosophers, innovators, and entrepreneurs who developed
the art and science of photography.
Victor Hasselblad is the founder of Hasselblad, a Swedish photographic company specializing
in the production of medium format cameras, image scanners as well as other photographic
material. The cameras become famous during the Apollo mission, where the first ever humans
landed on the moon. The company was previously established in 1841, by Victor’s greatgrand father as a series of shops and photo labs. He opened his own photo lab company in
Sweden in 1937 and in 1941 became well established, after he was asked to develop an aerial
camera for the Swedish military during World War II. At this time, his company had more than
20 employees.
Highly acclaimed, scholarly volume examines technological advances and artistic
development, with nearly 300 examples of photographic art. 285 black-and-white photos.
This thorough critical examination of photographic practices calls attention to the inability of
most photography to communicate the lived experiences of native people or their history.
Faris's survey, beginning with the earliest photographs of Navajos in captivity at the Bosque
Redondo and including the most recent glossy picture books and calendars, points up the
western assumptions that have always governed photographic representation of Navajo
people. Drawing on exhaustive archival research to unearth rarely published photographs as
well as unpublished photographs by well-known photographers, Faris documents Navajo
resistance to the West's view (and viewfinder) and persistent attempts to overcome or dismiss
such resistance. He challenges the photographic history of the Navajo people as presented by
photographers, historians, and anthropologists, and explores the social and legal conditions
that make such photography possible. Confronting many readers' nostalgic expectations,
Navajo and Photography will appeal to all those with an interest in the juxtaposition of cultures.
Written by world-renowned photographer, writer, and broadcaster Ang, this work lavishly
celebrates the most iconic photographs and photographers of the past 200 years. Tracing the
history of photography from its origins in the 1800s to the digital age, it gives a comprehensive
account of the people, images, and technologies that have shaped the art form.
A valuable resource for budding photographers and fans of the visual medium alike, this
volume traces the invention and early evolution and techniques of photography, from
daguerreotypes to early attempts at color. The development of specific genres, such as
portraiture, photojournalism, and fine art photography, is broken up with substantial sidebars
that spotlight giants of the medium. Blending historical narrative, personal biographies, and
photographs illustrating the works being examined, this book helps readers understand the rich
and complex history of a relatively new visual art.
Presents a look at photography in the twenty-first century, dividing the topic into such
categories as documentary, landscapes, history, the body, color, and constructions and
presenting leading photographers and examples of their work.
A compact, readable, up-to-date overview of the history of photography.
For one or two semester courses in the History of Photography. Mary Warner Marien has
constructed a richer and more kaleidoscopic account of the history of photography than has
previously been available. Her comprehensive survey shows compellingly how photography
has sharpened, if not altered forever, our perception of the world. The book was written to
introduce students to photography. It does not require that students possess any technical
know-how and can be taught without referring to techniques in photography. Incorporating the
latest research and international uses of photography, the text surveys the history of
photography in such a way that students can gauge the medium's long-term multifold
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developments and see the historical and intellectual contexts in which photographers lived and
worked. It also provides a unique focus on contemporary photo-based work and electronic
media.
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